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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter consists of two sections, namely conclusion and suggestion.The 

conclusions section talks about the summary of the research findings related tothe 

formulation of the problems and objectives of the research. The second one 

issuggestion of particular matters for students, teacher, other researcher even anyone 

who using language. Each section is presented below. 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the findings and discussion, the result of the research can be 

summarized as follows.In the application of using Simalungunese Personal Subject 

Pronouns, people in Galang City mostly used: First Personal Subject Pronouns Ahu / 

au with 130 times chosen,Second Personal Subject Pronouns Ham/Handian/Nassiam 

with 159 times chosen, Third Personal Subject Pronouns Ia/Sidea with 128 times 

chosen. The ways of people in Galang City using Simalungunese Personal Subject 

Pronouns distinguish by Gender (Different and similar gender), Situation (official and 

unofficial forum), Age (Older, Younger, and Similar age), familiarity 

(Parent/siblings). The reason of people used Simalungunese personal subject 

pronouns weremaking no distance/gap, adapting the situation, knowing the rules of 

communication, and learning from family. 
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5.2 SUGGESTION  

Based on the findings of the study, the researcher suggests that further 

research provide deeper investigations, especially on the concept of using ethnic 

Pronouns. It is because there are still many weaknesses in this research, not all 

problems of ethnic usually face during using pronouns in communicating deliver in 

this thesis, in Simalungun language also there are still many elements of language 

Haven’t observed yet especially in Galang City. 

For all teacher or lecturer especially for them who give lesson about language, 

researcher hope they will increase their spirit to teach students how to love their 

national language, ethnic language, and also learn international language, because it 

will help students in any cases includes to arrange a research or thesis.  

Theresearcher hope this thesis will encourage Students in Faculty of 

Languages and Arts, State University of Medan to do more observation about 

Pronouns using by an ethnic to see how big the influence in communication even for 

level of politeness.  


